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Student activism has always been a part of my life. This year, I was active in protests 

around gun violence, school budgets, and climate change. I’m interested in the history of protest, 

which was why the 1967 Philadelphia Black Student Walkouts drew my attention. In 1967, 

thousands of middle and high school students organized a series of walkouts and student demands 

to improve their education. They believed in their power to make change when faced with injustice. 

They were met with armed police officers and were beaten viciously in front of the School Board. 

As an activist myself, I was inspired by the resilience of these students. Their actions, their 

movement, and their power changed Philadelphia in 1967 and still matters today. 

Social histories are challenging because they often involve conflicting narratives, 

especially when an institutional power like the police is at odds with young people. I found the 

most comprehensive history of the walkouts in Matthew Countryman’s “Up South: Civil Rights 

and Black Power in Philadelphia” and Philadelphia City Council Resolution No. 170973, 

honoring the 50th anniversary of the student protests. Both centered student voices while providing 

historical context and emphasizing the significance of the walkouts to Philadelphia history and the 

local education justice movement. Temple University’s Urban Archives, Blockson Library, and 

the Free Library of Philadelphia offered original articles and photos from the Philadelphia 

Inquirer, Philadelphia Tribune, and Evening Bulletin. I attended the 2019 Philadelphia Black 

History Collaborative convention and interviewed people who marched in 1967. I also interviewed 

Dr. Greg Carr, chair of Afro-American Studies at Howard University, and Dr. Walter Palmer, one 

of the main 1967 organizers. Both answered questions I could not find from other sources. 

 In my exhibit, I centralized student activism as the foundation of this movement. Students 

were on the front lines, pushing for equality and bearing the brunt of the consequences. In the 

background, I laser cut the Board of Education and student protestors. The platform shows the 



march down Broad Street as students poured out of their schools. Text, visuals, and primary 

sources are on colored foam board and cardstock. 

The 1967 student walkouts embody this year’s theme: “Triumph and Tragedy.” Student 

activists organized for Black Power and educational justice to improve their schools and suffered 

unspeakable police violence. A controversial police commissioner who authorized their beatings 

became Mayor. Nevertheless, the students persisted. Many became civic leaders and elected the 

first African Americans into office. Thanks to them, my school district allowed the expression of 

black culture, hired more black teachers, and eventually became the first school system in the 

nation to mandate African American history. Their fight remains. Philadelphia public schools are 

among the poorest in Pennsylvania, where unfair funding hurts poor and low-income students. For 

years, students of all backgrounds have marched for better schools and a voice in our future. It is 

up to us, the new generation, to continue the legacy of student activism, changing the world one 

walkout at a time. 
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